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INTERIOR SECTION

* U nits

within

the enclosed
section of this
structure should
be placed here .

STONE TOWER FORT
TRAITS
S uperior C over :

Units within all enclosed sections of this structure always save on a 3+. Prone units receive their
usual -2 bonus to this save, but saves will still fail
on a natural result of 1. When making ranged
attacks from within the enclosed sections of this
structure, a unit may never attack or make a defensive attack with more than 4 models at a time.
Only units armed with shooting weapons may
make a defensive attack from within an enclosed
structure section with this rule. To make an attack
with explosives against a unit within an enclosed
structure with superior cover, the model throwing
the explosive must be in base contact with the
structure in order to do so. If the explosive attack
is successful, the units within the structure section
save on a result of 9+.

F ortified :

Units within a Fortified structure section are
completely protected from Melee attacks. A door
or hatch must be breached by a unit wishing to
Charge in order to attack it!

To Charge a unit within a structure with the Fortified rule, the charging unit must have at least one
model touching a door or hatch belonging to that
section and must pass a test using a Dedicated
Action to Charge. The target number for the test
is the structures fortitude rating +4. If the test is
passed, the structure takes a Breach critical hit (but
does not cause any casualties) and the charging
unit may move a model into the structure and take
its free melee attack. If it fails, the Charge fails to
break through and there is no further effect. If a
unit within the structure makes a defensive attack,
The Superior Cover rule no longer applies to a the defensive attack is made before the charge test
section that has suffered a critical result of Breach is taken.
made by an artillery attack or Charge against that
Units within a Fortified structure may freely exit
enclosed section of this structure.
the structure and move from one section to another.
The Fortified rule no longer applies to a section
that has suffered a critical result of Breach made by
an artillery attack or Charge against that enclosed
section of this structure.

R einforced P latform :

This structure may mount Heavy Cannons.

